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Question 1
Question Type: OrderList

A telecom provider uses Microsoft SharePoint to track and manage mobile phones that are issued to employees.

All information about employee-issued mobile phones be visible in Dynamics 365. Managers must be able to issue new phones directly

from the system.

You need to design an integration solution using Dynamics 365 and SharePoint.

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area

and arrange them in the correct order.



Ansewr:

Answer: 
Create a SharePoint notification workflow.Embed the Power Apps into the SharePoint site. Use the standard formula and filter function of Power Apps. Establish the relationship between Dynamics 365, Power Apps, and the SharePoint list.

Question 2
Question Type: DragDrop

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company has the following requirements:

*Use mobile devices for warehouse activities including cycle counting.

*Set up automatic cycle counting work IDs and assign the IDs to workers.

*Ensure that workers can group work IDs that are specific to a particular location, zone, or work pool.

*Ensure that workers can specify a cycle counting work ID that has a status of Open.

*Ensure that workers can count items in a warehouse location at any time.

You need to recommend cycle counting options that meet the company's requirements.



What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate counting options to the correct requirements. Each counting option may

be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/warehousing/cycle-counting

Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/warehousing/cycle-counting


A company is determining which reporting tools to use as part of a Dynamics 365 Finance implementation.

*Scenario A: Power users must use a free form tool to allow other power users to leverage transactional data to be consumed externally.

*Scenario B: Developers must use a modeling tool to allow all users to leverage aggregated data to be consumed internally.

*Scenario C: Developers must a free form tool to allow all users to leverage transactional and aggregated data to be consumed internally

and externally.

*Scenario D: Power users must use a free form tool to allow all users to leverage aggregated data to be consumed internally and

externally.

*Scenario E: Power users must use a modeling tool to allow other power users to leverage transactional data to be consumed externally.

You need to recommend which tool should be used for each scenario.

Which tool should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.





Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/create-nextgen-reporting-solutions

Question 4
Question Type: DragDrop

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company has the following requirements:

*Use mobile devices for warehouse activities including cycle counting.

*Set up automatic cycle counting work IDs and assign the IDs to workers.

*Ensure that workers can group work IDs that are specific to a particular location, zone, or work pool.

*Ensure that workers can specify a cycle counting work ID that has a status of Open.

*Ensure that workers can count items in a warehouse location at any time.

You need to recommend cycle counting options that meet the company's requirements.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/create-nextgen-reporting-solutions


What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate counting options to the correct requirements. Each counting option may

be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/warehousing/cycle-counting

Question 5
Question Type: Hotspot

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/warehousing/cycle-counting


A company is determining which reporting tools to use as part of a Dynamics 365 Finance implementation.

*Scenario A: Power users must use a free form tool to allow other power users to leverage transactional data to be consumed externally.

*Scenario B: Developers must use a modeling tool to allow all users to leverage aggregated data to be consumed internally.

*Scenario C: Developers must a free form tool to allow all users to leverage transactional and aggregated data to be consumed internally

and externally.

*Scenario D: Power users must use a free form tool to allow all users to leverage aggregated data to be consumed internally and

externally.

*Scenario E: Power users must use a modeling tool to allow other power users to leverage transactional data to be consumed externally.

You need to recommend which tool should be used for each scenario.

Which tool should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.





Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/create-nextgen-reporting-solutions

Question 6
Question Type: OrderList

A telecom provider uses Microsoft SharePoint to track and manage mobile phones that are issued to employees.

All information about employee-issued mobile phones be visible in Dynamics 365. Managers must be able to issue new phones directly

from the system.

You need to design an integration solution using Dynamics 365 and SharePoint.

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area

and arrange them in the correct order.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/create-nextgen-reporting-solutions


Ansewr:

Answer: 
Create a SharePoint notification workflow.Embed the Power Apps into the SharePoint site. Use the standard formula and filter function of Power Apps. Establish the relationship between Dynamics 365, Power Apps, and the SharePoint list.
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